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1. The following well-known result is due to Enestrom and Kakeya [6]. 
THEOREM A. If P(z) = xy=,, a,@ is a polynomial of degree n such that 
a, >, a,-, 2 ..*>a,>a,>O, 
then all the zeros of P(z) lie in 1 z 1 < 1. 
From this theorem one can easily deduce 
THEOREM B. If P(z) = & ajz’ is a polynomial of degree n with real and 
positive coe#icients, then all the zeros of P(z) lie in 
I z I < t = Max(a,/a, , al/a, ,..., an-,/a,). 
It is clear that Theorem B gives better information regarding the zeros of P(z) 
if the coefficients are strictly decreasing, i.e. if a, > a,-, > ... > aI > a, > 0, 
because then t < 1. In the literature [l-3, 51 th ere exist some extensions of the 
Enestrom-Kakeya theorem. In this paper we generalize Theorems A and B by 
using Schwarz’ lemma and thereby give an independent proof of Theorem B. 
Also, we show that the polynomial P(z) of Theorem A cannot have a zero of 
order 22 of modulus an/n + 1. W also obtain certain zero-free regions of a 
polynomial P(z) having nonnegative coefficients, and as a consequence present a 
refinement of the Enestrom-Kakeya theorem. Finally we study the zeros of a 
class of analytic functions. 
We start by proving the following: 
THEOREM 1. Let P(z) = x:i”_, a& be a polynomial of degree n with real 
positive coeficients. If t, > t, > 0 can be found such that 
artIt + kI(tl - t2) - aTA > 0, r=1,2 ,..., n+l, (a-,=a,+,=0)9 
then all the zeros of P(z) lie in j z 1 < t, _ 
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For t, = 0, this reduces to Theorem B, and for t, = 1, t, = 0, this reduces 
to the Enestrom-Kakeya theorem. 
Proof qf Theorem 1. Consider the polynomial 
F(z) = (te + z) (t1 - 4 P(z) 
We have 
G(z) = .znf2 F( 1 /x) 
= --a, + (u,(t, - t2) - a,-,) z + (a&t, + a,& - t2) - an-4) z2 + ". 
+ (u,t,t, + u,(t, - t2)) z"+l + a()t,t,z'"f2 
= --a, + B(z) (say). 
Then D(O) = 0 and Maxl,l=,,,,l jI?(Z)/ = &l/t,) = a, . Therefore, by Schwarz’ 
lemma, 
I Q4 < a, I .z I fl forI.21 -<l/t,. 
Hence 
1 G(z)1 2 a, - ID(x)1 > a,(1 - I z I h) forjzl < l/tr. 
Thus in / z 1 < l/t, , 1 G(z)1 > 0 if j z 1 < l/t1 . 
Consequently, all the zeros of G(z) 1 ie in 1 z 1 > I/t1 . As F(z) = ~+~G(l/z), 
we conclude that all the zeros of F(z), and hence, all the zeros of P(z) lie in 
I z I < t, . This proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let P(z) = J&, a,& be a polynomial of degree n such that 
then P(z) cannot have a zero of order 32 of modulus >n/n + 1. In other words, all 
the zeros of P(z) of modulus >,n/n + 1 are simple. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We have P’(z) = nu,z+-l + (n - I) an-&-? -1 ... + 
a, . By Theorem B, all the zeros of P’(z) lie in 
I z / < Max(a,/2a2, 2u2/3a, ,..., (n - I) u,&u,) 
< Max(&, f,..., (n - 1)/n) (By hypothesis) 
== (n - 1)/n. 
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This implies that all the zeros of P(s) of modulus >(n - 1)/n are simple. 
Since n/(n + 1) > (n - 1)/n, th e conclusion follows immediately. 
COROLLARY 1. All the zeros of P(z) of Th eorem 2 of unit modulus are simple. 
Next we prove 
THEOREM 3. Let P(z) = ziCl a# be a polynomial of degree n > I, such that 
a3 3 0, j = 0, 1 ,..., n - 1 and a,, > 0. Then for every real a > 0, P(z) does not 
vanish in the circle 1 z - a / < a/n. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma [7] which is an 
immediate consequence of Bernstein’s theorem on the derivative of a trigono- 
metric polynomial. 
LEMMA. Let P(z) be a polynomial of degree n > 1; then 
Et; I P’W G (n/R) f$t”, IPM . 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let a be a positive real number; then it is clear that 
P”(a) > 0, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n. Consider the polynomial 
F(z) = P (F + a) 
= P(a) + (az/n) P’(a) + (a/n)ep* 9 + **a + (a/n)np* P, 
so that 
G(z) = .PF(l/z) = P(a) z” + (a/n) P’(a) 9-l + ... + (a/n)” 7 
= go (a/n)” p zndk. 
Then G(z) has real and positive coefficients. Now P”(z), h = 0, I,..., n - 1 is a 
polynomial of degree (n - k) with real and nonnegative coefficients. Therefore, 
applying the lemma above to the polynomial P”(z) we get 
KE; I Pk+WI < (n - 4/a fiz I PYz)l , h = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
That is, 
n h - Pk+l(a) < 7 P”(a), h = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1 
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or 
P”(a) 
(4n)“” (y;(p:! < (44” -g- , h = 0, l,..., n - 1. 
This shows that the polynomial G(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, 
and therefore it follows that all the zeros of G(z) lie in 1 z 1 < 1. Since G(z) = 
z”F( l/z), we conclude that all the zeros of F(z) lie in 1 z 1 > 1. That is, F(z) = 
P((a/n) z + a) does not vanish in 1 z / < 1. Replacing z by (n/u) (z - a), it 
follows that P(z) does not vanish in ) z - a 1 < u/n. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3, we present the following refine- 
ment of the Enestrom-Kakeya theorem: 
COROLLARY 2. If u, > a,-, 2 ... > a, >, 0, then the polynomial P(z) = 
Cj”=, a,zl f 0 has all its zeros in the region 
(i) Izl,<lnlz-ul>u/n, ulhereO<a<l; 
(ii) I z I < 1 (-);=I z - l/K I > l/k n, where m is a finite positive integer. 
THEOREM 4. Let P(z) = xy=, u,z] be a polynomial of degree n > 1 such that 
a, 3 0, j = 0, l,...) n - 1, and a, > 0. If a > 0 can be found such that nP(u) > 
2uP’(u), then P(z) does not vanish in 1 z - a / -< 2a/n. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Consider the polynomial 
F(z) = P((2u/n) z + a) = i (2~/n)~ p zb, a > 0, 
I:=0 
so that 
G(z) = znF(l/z) - i (2u/n)k T znok. 
7.=0 
Clearly G(z) is a polynomial with real and positive coefficients. Since P”(z), 
k = 0, l,..., n - 1 is a polynomial of degree (n - K) with nonnegative coeffi- 
cients, therefore, as in the proof of Theorem 3, we have 
Pk+l(u) < (n - h)/a P”(u), 
Now for K = 1, 2,..., n - 1 
k = 0, I,..., n - 1. 
P”(u) > 
Pktl(a) 
* Pk+l(u) > (2u/n) K+1. 
Also by hypothesis, P(u) > (2u/n) P’(u); therefore, 
(2a/n)k 7 Q3 (2u/n)k+1 a, k = 0, 1,2 ,..., n - 1. 
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Hence the polynomial G(r) satisfies the conditions of Theorem A and therefore, 
as a consequence, all the zeros of G(z) lie in 1 z 1 < 1. As G(z) = sV’(l/x) we 
conclude that F(z) = P((2a/n) z + CZ) d oes not vanish in ) x 1 < 1. Replacing z 
by (n/2a) (z - a), . f 11 it o ows that P(z) does not vanish in j z -- a j < 2a/n, 
which is the desired result. 
It was conjectured by Erdiis and proved by Lax [4], that if P(z) is a polynomial 
of degree n which does not vanish in 1 z 1 < 1, then Maxl,l, [ P’(z)1 < 
(n/2) Maxl,l,, 1 P(z)1 . Applying this result to the polynomial P(z) = Cj”=, UjZ’ 
uj > 0, j = 0, l)..., n - 1 and a, > 0, which does not vanish in I z 1 < 1, we 
get P’(1) d (42) P(1) or nP(1) > 2P’(l). Keeping this in mind, the following 
corollary can be easily deduced from Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 3. Let P(z) = x.” 3S0 a& be a polynomial of degree n with non- 
negative coeficients, all of whose zeros lie in 1 z 1 > 1. Then P(z) does not vanish 
in j z - 1 [ < 2/n. 
Ifu, >ua, > ... > a, > 0, then it can be easily deduced from Theorem A that 
all the zeros of P(z) = z:,“=, a# lie in ] z / > 1. Then we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4. If a,, > U, > ... > a, > 0, then all the zeros of P(z) = 
x,2;. a,# lie in 1 z 1 > 1 n I z - 1 ( > 2/n. 
2. We now turn to the study of the zeros of a class of analytic functions. 
We prove 
THEOREM 5. Let f(z) = CT=,, uizi + 0 be analytic in 1 z j < t. If 
aj>O and Uj-1 - tUj > 0, j = 1, 2, 3,... (1) 
then f (z) does not vunish in I x 1 < t. 
Proof of Theorem 5. It is easy to observe that lim,,, a# = 0. Now consider 
the function 
F(2) = (2 - t) f(z) = (z - t) (a, + qz + u2x2 + em.) 
= -tuo + zj 5 (a,-, - tq) s-1 
i=l 
= -tu,, + G(z), (say). 
Then G(0) = 0 and by (1) Maxl,l,, I G(z)] = t CT-, (u,-~ - tuj) ti-l = tu, . 
Therefore, by Schwarz’ lemma [ G(z)/ < a,, 1 z 1 for 1 z 1 < t. Hence I F(z)] = 
1 -tu,, + G(z)] > tu, - I G(z)/ > u,(t - I z 1) for I I I < t. Thus in ] z I < t, 
1 F(z)] > 0 if 1 z I < t. Consequently, f (2) does not vanish in 1 x I < t. This 
proves the theorem. 
409/z/=14 
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THEOREM 6. Letf(z) = ET=, a@ f 0 b e analytic in 1 z j < t. If 1 arg aj 1 < 
a < +/2,j=O, 1,2 ,... andfor some$nite nonnegatiwe integer k, 1 a, I < t 1 a, 1 < 
..a < tk I ak ] > tX‘+l Iak+l I > ..‘, then f(z) does not vanish in 
I z I < t/((2tk laB/ao 1 - 1) cos OL + sin (x: + e f tj 1 ai I) , 
1 
Proof of Theorem 6. It is obvious that lim,,, t’a, = 0. As before, we consider 
the function 
F(z) = (z - t) f(z) = -ta, + z 2 (aim, - taj) z&l 
3=1 
= -ta, + G(z), (say)- (2) 
Since I arg aj I < 01 < i/2, j = 0, 1, 2,..., it can be easily verified that 
1 taj - aidI I < 1 t I a, 1 - 1 ajel I I cos 01 + (t 1 aj j + ] ajel I) sin 01. Hence for 
IZI =t 
1 G(Z)\ = / z f (a+, - taj) ~‘-l 1 < t il 1 aj-1 - taj I t’-l 
3=1 
G t ( f I t I aj I - 1 aj-1 1 1 t’-l COS a + f (t 1 a, 1 + 1 a3’-.I I)t3-l j=l j=l sin 01  
= t ( COS 01 i (t 1 aj 1 - 1 aj-1 I) tj-l + f (I ajpl 1 - t 1 aj I) C-1 cos 01 
1 k+l 
+ 2 sin 01 f tj 1 fZj 1 + 1 a, 1 sin j=l 01  
= t I a,, 1 (2 I ak/ao I tk - 1) cos 01 + sid 01+ c f tJ I aj 1) 
1 
= t I a, I M (say). 
Since G(0) = 0, it follows by Schwarz’ lemma that 1 G(z)/ < I a, I M 1 z I for 
j x / < t. This gives, with the help of (2), I F(z)1 > ta, - I G(z)\ > 
a,(t - 1 z I M) for I z I < t. Hence in I z I < t, / F(z)\ > 0 if I z I < t/M. 
Consequently, F(z), and therefore f (z) does not vanish in / z 1 < t/M, which is 
equivalent to the desired result. 
The following corollary is obtained by taking k = 0 in Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY 5. Let f(z) = x.,” ajz3 be analytic in 1 z I < t. If I arg aj / < 
01 < 4-12, j = 0, 1, 2 ,... and I a, ( > t I a, 1 3 t2 j a2 1 > ‘*v, then f(z) daes not 
vanish in 
I z I -=c q( cosrr+sinor+(2sin~/laol)~tjjajI 
1 
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For t = 1, this reduces to a result proved by Govil and Rahman [2]. 
THEOREM 7. Let f(z) = CT=,, a# be analytic in j z 1 < t. If Re uj = a, and 
Im Uj = /3, j = 0, I,2 ,..., and for some Jinite nonnegative integer k 
0 < “0 < tcdl < ..’ < IAX, 3 tk+lq+1 > . . . . (3) 
thenf(z) does not vanish in 
I x I < t/((2ak/no) tk - 1 + (2/01,) f d I Bj I) . (4) 
I=0 
Proof of Theorem 7. We have limj,, a3tj = 0, limj,, &Bit’ = 0. We proceed 
similarly as in the proof of Theorem 6 and use the fact 
I aj-l - taj IG I %-I - taj I+ I rS,-1 I + t I is3 I, j = 1, 2,... 
to get for 1 z 1 = t, 
1 G(z)1 < t f 1 aim1 - ta, I tj-l 
j=l 
G ’ ( f I aj-l - 4 I tj-l + f (I Pi-1 I + t I pj 1)) 
3=1 i=l 
= tao ((244 t” - 1 + (2/4 i tj 1 pj I) = tC$B, (say), 
0 
so that by Schwarz’ lemma 1 G(z)] G 0~0 I z 1 B < I a, I I x I B for 1 x 1 < t. 
Hence from (2) we get as before, I F(z)] 2 I a, I (t - 1 z I B) for I z 1 < t. Con- 
sequently, in I x I < t, I F(z)1 > 0 if 1 z I < t/B. Thus F(z) and therefore, f(z) 
does not vanish in the region defined by (4). 
If we take k = 0 in Theorem 7, we get the following: 
COROLLARY 6. Let f (z) = x:,” a# be analytic in 1 z I < t. If a, = a, + iflj , 
j = 0, 1, 2,... and 0 < 0~~ > art >, or&* 3 ..., then f (z) does not vanish in 
Ix I < t 1 + Wo) f I Pi I tj * 
0 
Finally we prove 
THEOREM 8. Let f (2) = Cyzo a# b e analytic in I z I < t. If aj = 0~~ + ipj, 
j = 0, 1, 2,... and for some Jinite nonnegative integers k and r 0 < o”o < ta, < .. . 
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< thl, 3 tA % k+l b ... and /Jo < t/3, < .‘. < tr/3, 3 tr+1/3,+l >, ‘.., then f(z) 
does not aanish in 
Proof of Theorem 8. Since 1 a,-, - taj / < / OL,+~ - tcvi j -+ 1 fl,-, - tfi, / , 
j = 1, 2, 3,. .,, we have from (2) for 1 z [ = t, 
1 G(z)1 < t 
t 
‘f I alp1 - taj 1 tj-l + f 1 /3,-, - t/3, 1tj-1 
1 1 
= t(2qp - a0 + 2p,tr - PO) (By hypothesis) 
4 _ t 2(%ktk + W’) - a0 + PO 1 j (a0 + po) = c I a0 I t, bay). 
Since G(0) = 0, it follows by Schwarz’ lemma / G(z)1 < C 1 a, j 1 z 1 for 1 z 1 < t. 
We can now complete the proof in the same way as the proof of Theorem 6. 
The following corollary follows by taking k = r = 0 in Theorem 8 and noting 
that cyo + PO < 2112 ) a, 1 . 
COROLLARY 7. Let f(z) = Waco ai& be ana@tic in I z 1 < t. If a, = 01~ + i& , 
j = 0, 1, 2,... and 0 < m. > tg 3 t2a2 3 . . . . &, > $1 3 t”/% 2 ..., then f(z) 
does not aanish in 1 z I < t/21/2. 
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